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DOCKET ENTRY TEXT

Status hearing held. Both deposition coordinators must be on the telephone when any third-party deposition is being
scheduled to ensure that the times selected are mutually agreeable. Defendants will certify by 12/7/06 that their responses
to Plaintiffs’ First, Second and Third Requests for Documents are complete. Defendants will respond to issues relating to
Plaintiffs’ Fourth Request for Documents by 12/4/06. Defendants will also provide Plaintiffs by 12/6/06 with a list setting
forth the purchases and sales of Household’s own stock on the open market as requested in Plaintiffs’ Fifth Request for
Documents. Defendants have ensured the court that they will be producing documents responsive to Plaintiffs’ Sixth
Request for Documents on a rolling basis beginning this week.

O[ For further details see text below.]

Notices mailed by Judicial staff.

2:30

STATEMENT
Defendants are ordered to produce to Plaintiffs immediately all state agency documents consistent with
this court’s November 16, 2006 Order. Plaintiffs, in turn, have confirmed that they will produce to Defendants
copies of any documents they receive from state agencies.
Plaintiffs will file, if necessary, a motion regarding the Andrew Kahr deposition by 12/4/06 at 5:00pm
CST. Defendants to respond by 12/7/06 at 5:00pm CST.
The parties will meet and confer regarding inadvertently produced documents Defendants claim are
privileged. The court understands this includes no more than 25 documents. Plaintiffs may then file by 12/6/06
at 5:00pm CST a motion as to any documents that remain in dispute. Defendants to respond by 12/13/06, and
Plaintiffs to reply by 12/19/06, both by 5:00pm CST. The parties will each appoint an individual who will be
responsible for working on the “slip sheet” issue to resolve which documents really do not appear on Defendants’
privilege logs. These individuals will be prepared to report to this court on their progress at the next status
hearing, scheduled for 12/15/06 at 7:30am CST.
The court expects both parties to provide full and complete responses to contention interrogatories and
neither party should require further court intervention on this matter. Parties are also expected to comply with
any other orders or instructions as stated in open court.
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